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	Disability, Handicap, and the Environment
(from Journal of Social Philosophy 23, 1992, pp. 105-118)

Note to the reader: 
	This 1992 article is dated in two ways. First, it was written during a time when the terminology in the UK and the US differed. The US (and this paper) distinguished between disability (and ostensibly objective biomedical condition) and handicap (a disadvantage produced by a disability and its social context). The UK terminology used impairment in place of the US term disability, and disability in place of the US term handicap. The UK convention has won out. The reader should therefore translate disability as impairment, and handicap to disability, in order to match the favored vocabulary as of 2006. For discussion see my web site: http://www.uhh.hawaii.edu/~ronald/HandicapDefinition.htm" http://www.uhh.hawaii.edu/~ronald/HandicapDefinition.htm
	Secondly, this paper endorses what is termed naturalism regarding disease and disability, following Christopher Boorse (discussed in the paper). I no longer accept that doctrine. For more on this issue see Amundson 2000, “Against normal function,” Studies in the History and Philosophy of Biological and Biomedical Sciences 31C: 33-53, available online at:
http://www.uhh.hawaii.edu/~ronald/AmBiblio.htm" http://www.uhh.hawaii.edu/~ronald/AmBiblio.htm
	Finally, my comments in this paper regarding the contrast between disability and chronic disease, and between disability and age frailty should be compared with the strong critiques given by Susan Wendell in The Rejected Body, 1996, Routledge. 


	Philosophical literature on health care ethics contains remarkably little discussion of physical disability.  Medicine itself, of course, is the primary topic.  Mental disability receives some attention, possibly because of implications relating to patient autonomy, informed consent, and the ever-fascinating issue of mental illness.  Physical disability is dealt with, if at all, as an unproblematic consequence of disease, which (like pain and death) should be avoided if possible.  This paper will argue for a revised philosophical placement of disability and handicap within the spectrum of health-related concepts.  A consequence of the present neglect is the failure to recognize and address certain health-related ethical problems which arise specifically from disability, and only indirectly from the more commonly discussed phenomena of disease and medical care.  The environmental concept of handicap will be offered as a needed adjunct to biomedical disability.  The goals of the paper will be primarily conceptual rather than ethical.  It will be argued that conceptual reforms are necessary in preparation for the discussion of ethical issues related to disability which, under present conditions, have gone unnoticed by philosophers.
	During the past two decades a social movement has developed which depicts disability not as a medical issue, but as a matter of civil rights.  Disabled people are seen as second-class citizens, a politically oppressed minority group..	Richard K. Scotch, From Good Will to Civil Rights (Philadelphia, 1984); Alan Gartner and Tom Joe, Images of the Disabled, Disabling Images (New York, 1987); Myron G. Eisenberg, Cynthia Griggins, and Richard J. Duval, eds., Disabled People as Second-Class Citizens (New York, 1982);  Sonny Kleinfeld, The Hidden Minority, (Boston, 1979);  Edward D. Berkowitz, Disabled Policy, (Cambridge, 1987).   Associated with the development of this "minority model" of disability has come a reconceptualization of the nature of disability itself.  Political activism by people with disabilities and their advocates, expressed in terms of the minority model of disability, resulted in the passage of a major new piece of civil rights legislation, the Americans With Disabilities Act, on July 26, 1990.  Academic philosophy has not yet taken account of the new concepts of disability or of the civil rights issues which it implicates.  Purely biomedical conceptions of disability and handicap are too coarse to capture the interactions which occur between a disabled person and his or her environment.  This conceptual shortcoming has ramifications in health care ethics, which is to some extent burdened with the coarse identification of disability with disease, illness, or the frailty of old age.  It will be argued that a full explication of the moral importance of health care requires concepts of disability and handicap beyond what is currently available to philosophers.

The Biomedical Concept of Disease
	Christopher Boorse has detailed a naturalistic account of the concept of disease and its contrast with illness..	Christopher Boorse, "On the distinction between disease and illness,"  Philosophy & Public Affairs, 5 (1975): 49-68; "Health as a theoretical concept,"  Philosophy of Science, 44 (1977): 542-73;  "Concepts of disease," in Health Care Ethics, Donald VanDeVeer and Tom Regan, eds. (Philadelphia, 1987).  This account opposes the normative views of disease which assert the value-ladenness of disease assessments.  Boorse presents disease as a theoretical concept of medical science, as value-free as any other scientific theoretical concept.  On Norman Daniels's succinct summary "The basic idea is that health is the absence of disease, and diseases (I include deformities and disabilities that result from trauma) are deviations from the functional organization of a typical member of a species.".	Norman Daniels, Just Health Care (Cambridge, 1985), p. 28.
	In treating disease as a theoretical concept, Boorse openly abstains from a common sense analysis of the concept.  His analysis is constrained by two factors: the list of "diseases" in the AMA's Standard Nomenclature of Diseases and Operations.	American Medical Association, Standard Nomenclature of Diseases and Operations, 4th edition, Richard J. Plunkett and Aladine C. Hayden, eds., (New York, 1952). and the definitional principle that health is the absence of disease.  The Nomenclature's list of diseases turns out to be extraordinarily long.  The length results not only from technical sophistication, but also a counter-intuitive broadness of the concept of disease.  The Nomenclature does recognize malaria, smallpox, cholera, tuberculosis, and cancer -- what Boorse calls the "paradigm objects of medical concern.".	Boorse, "Health as a theoretical concept," p. 545.  But it also lists as diseases muscle paralysis, color blindness, scars, missing limbs, supernumerary digits, animal bites, stab wounds, and gunshot wounds.  This inclusiveness cannot be explained by technical sophistication; lay people are quite competent to count a person's toes, or (usually) to identify a gunshot wound.  Lay people simply do not describe these conditions as diseases.
	The decision to use the broad Nomenclature concept of disease is partly defended by appeal to the principle that health is the absence of disease.  Boorse finds the narrower and more commonsensical uses (which distinguish, e.g., among disease, disability, and injury) "important only in that under any of them, health in medicine is not the absence of disease -- since medicine regards all the conditions above as inconsistent with perfect health.".	Boorse, "Concepts of disease," p. 364.    For present purposes, the question is this:  Does a distinction between disability and disease violate the principle that health is the absence of disease?  In other words, is a person with a disability for that reason alone an unhealthy person, or at least a person with less than perfect health?
	Disabled people, by definition I suppose, show deviations from the functional organization of a typical member of the human species.  Since functionally atypical, they are "diseased" according to the biomedical concept.  This implies, to Boorse, that disabilities exemplify less than perfect health.  But is this correct?  By what standards is it impossible for a blind person or one with muscle paralysis to be in perfect health?  I do not know the conventions of the medical establishment on this issue.  But if part of the reason to call blindness and muscle paralysis "diseases" is that physicians consider all blind and paraplegic people to be (to some extent) "unhealthy," then we have (I submit) a second conflict between medical and common language.  We are being asked to accept a non-ordinary biomedical concept of health as well as disease.  On this proposed usage, a paraplegic person who engaged in marathon wheelchair races, or a blind person with no other dysfunction than his blindness, might be called "otherwise healthy," but never just "healthy."
	I submit that, in ordinary parlance, disabilities are not per se diseases (though they are abnormalities), and they do not per se detract from a person's health.  This is to say that Boorse's principle that "health is the absence of disease" fails to support his nomination of disabilities as diseases unless he also provides us with evidence that physicians have a specialized use of the term "health.".	Rather more dramatically, Boorse argues "The principle [that health is the absence of disease] is impossible on any usage that distinguishes diseases from injuries, since it would then imply that one can be perfectly healthy and dead,"  (in "Health as a theoretical concept," p. 551).  This argument implies that death can only be caused by a disease, since any other cause of death would create a healthy corpse.  A strikingly counterintuitive result, but perhaps just a part of the burden of taking medical science seriously.  On the other hand, accepting the point about injuries does not commit us to the same point about disabilities.  Disabilities qua disabilities are not a cause of death.  Gunshot wounds are.  
	Boorse is not opposed in principle to non-technical analyses of health-related concepts.  His analyses of the concept of "illness," for example, involve no appeal to technical literature.  Illness was presented in 1975 as the common-sense and normatively loaded analog of the theoretical term "disease."  A disease was an illness when it was judged to be (roughly) incapacitating, undesirable, and a title to special treatment..	Boorse, "On the distinction between disease and illness," p. 62.  Illness was later de-normativized: ". . .  a patient is sick or ill when pathological processes rise to a systemic level that produces global incapacitation of the whole organism.".	Boorse, "Concepts of disease," p. 365.   In neither of these cases was the Nomenclature or any other scientific source invoked in support of the definition.  Rather, they came from Boorse's own (correct) philosophical intuition that "Our notion of illness belongs to the ordinary conceptual scheme of persons and their actions. . . .".	Boorse, "On the distinction between disease and illness," p. 62.  
	The present work is concerned specifically with physical disabilities.  It will be proposed that disability is, like illness, a category in the ordinary conceptual scheme of persons and their actions.  (It is a very different category from illness, however, as shall be seen.)  So there is no special reason to oppose Boorse's openly technical account of what counts as a disease to the biomedical community.  As long as it is clear that "disease" is not limited in designation to the paradigmatic diseases like malaria and smallpox, there remains only verbal oddity in describing blindness or paralysis, what we might call paradigmatic disabilities, as "diseases."  The unargued-for implication that disabilities are unhealthy is another matter.  In ordinary speech, health contrasts with illness, not only with disease.  Describing disabilities as "unhealthy" suggests that they are illnesses -- an implication which will be examined carefully below.
	Boorse himself shows us a route around the semantic clash on "disease."  In criticizing the introduction of the term "malady" to denote the broadest category of dysfunctional conditions, Boorse notes that "pathological" covers the same cases (diseases, disorders, injuries, lesions, defects, sicknesses, and illnesses), and that "pathology" is already in common medical parlance..	Boorse, "Concepts of disease," p. 365.  He is commenting on Charles M. Culver  and Bernard Gert, Philosophy in Medicine (New York, 1982).  Thus it would seem that for all practical purposes the Nomenclature-derived notion of disease is fully covered by the medical notion of pathology.  This also suggests that Boorse's implicitly technical concept of health could be parsed as "non-pathological," allowing us to use the term "health" with its more ordinary connotations.  I propose to do so.
	It may not be obvious why I bother with terminological revisions to Boorse.  If his terminology is objectionable, why not ignore it?  It is because I agree with Norman Daniels that a naturalistic understanding of biomedical science, such as Boorse's, is essential to understanding the important issues in health care ethics.  The concept of disability requires naturalistic underpinnings, but underpinnings of finer detail than those Boorse offers.

Etiological Sequence: Towards an analysis of disability 
	Boorse recognizes that it would be unwise to try to assimilate all biomedical concepts to our ordinary conceptual scheme of persons and their actions, and removes the concept of disease from that scheme.  However, the fact that disabilities such as blindness and paraplegia are listed as diseases in the Nomenclature does not require us that we treat the concept of disability just as we do the concept of disease.  On the contrary, I suggest that the concept of disability requires us to consider the actions (movements and perceptual acts) of a biologically normal person at the hierarchical level of the person's (whole) body.  These are such actions as moving one's arms, standing, seeing and hearing things in the environment -- ordinary instances of persons and their actions.  Our abilities to perform most of these actions are supported by certain grossly observable body parts -- eyes, ears, legs, and so on.  When such actions are biomedically typical of the human species (perhaps relativized to age and sex), they can be said to exhibit basic personal abilities.  When physiological dysfunction removes a basic personal ability, the result is a basic personal disability.  It is these basic personal disabilities which, I submit, are ordinarily designated by "disability."  The term "personal" here indicates that these abilities and disabilities are conceptualized at the common sense level of the (whole) person..	The definition of Culver and Gert, Philosophy in Medicine pp. 74-77, is substantially the same as the proposed one, except that they neglect to specify that disabilities are identified by the loss of specifically personal-level abilities.
	Not all basic personal abilities have such obvious functional supports as seeing with one's eyes or walking with one's legs.  The abilities to remain awake and alert for several hours a day and to remain active without unreasonable fatigue are basic, though they are not supported by normally observable body parts.  But basic personal abilities are not the same as non-pathological conditions (or "healthy" conditions, in Boorse's sense).  This is because physiologically deep "abilities," such as the ability to metabolize sugar or to transmit neural impulses along certain pathways, are not personal and basic in the required sense even though they are biomedically normal.  It is not John, but John's optic nerves, which transmit neural impulses from his retina to his brain.  Because John's optic nerves (together with other body parts) function properly, John has the ability to see.   Similarly it is not Jane, but her optic nerves, which fail to transmit impulses.  As a result, Jane has a basic personal disability; she cannot see.  On this conception, John may be "unable to eat certain foods (without illness)" but he cannot be "unable to metabolize sugar."
	At issue here is not the nature of function.  I have no quarrel with physicians who may choose to describe their patients as "unable to metabolize sugar.".	Nor have I any quarrel with the analysis of function in Boorse's "Wright on functions," Philosophical Review, 85 (1976): 70-86.  The point is that metabolizing sugar is not one of the basic abilities by which we (non-physicians) assess a person's interactions with his or her environment.  A person who cannot walk is disabled, even if that person has access to other means of locomotion.  On the other hand, a person unable to metabolize sugar but able to maintain normal interactions with her environment (through medical support perhaps) is not thereby disabled.  The ordinary conceptual scheme of persons and their actions cares not a whit for neural transmission nor sugar metabolisis.  From the biomedical point of view, the function-serving relation between legs and walking is the same as that between neurotransmitter molecules and the transmission of neural signals.  This justifies the biomedical practice, recognized by Boorse, of grouping neural transmitter disorders together with leg muscle paralysis as "pathological."  Both are deviations from the functional organization of a typical member of the species.  But a whole-person conceptual scheme need not respect this biomedical convention.
	Disability is to be seen as a functional failure specific to the level of basic personal abilities, but non-specific as to its underlying causes.  Disabilities qua disabilities are classified not by their causes, but by the basic personal abilities which are absent.  The absence presumably has some cause, since (by definition) the normal biological condition includes their presence.  But blindness is blindness, and muscle paralysis muscle paralysis, whatever their causes.
	This explains why the Nomenclature designations sound so odd to the lay reader.  It is not just that commonsense diseases like malaria are grouped together with injuries like gunshot wounds.  It is that etiological consequences are collapsed with their causes.  Paraplegia (muscle paralysis of both legs) can be the result of a gunshot wound, a stab wound, poliomyelitis, muscular dystrophy, or many other injuries or diseases (using the vernacular senses in which "disease" and "injury" contrast), or of genetic disorder.  The same is true of blindness and any other disability.  Classifying disabilities at the same level with their causes creates a peculiarly one-dimensional taxonomy, with all taxa at the same rank.  It is as if automobile mechanics were to create a set of diagnostic categories which included "car won't start," "battery dead," and "short circuit through the gasket on the left headlight assembly."  To be sure, these are all automotive "pathologies."  But each is etiologically traceable to the next.  Why consider them species of the same genus?
	Disabilities are the absences of basic personal abilities.  Biomedical sciences study, among other things, the various causes and remedies of disabilities.  Disabilities, in common with the biological conditions which create them, are pathological.  But disabilities play a special and unrecognized role in the ethics of health care, and (it will be argued) in other social policy as well.

Disability and the Moral Importance of Health Care
	Consider why access to health care has moral importance.  Two of the consequences of poor health are apparent: pain and death.  Diseases and other pathological conditions can make life extremely unpleasant, and even threaten its existence.  No explanation is needed of why we value freedom from pain and sustenance of life.  But health care is not limited to pain killing and life saving.   A person who is guaranteed a long life free of pain ought not to relinquish health care.  Health is a prerequisite to other things in life which are independently valued.  Access to life's pleasures can be limited by the effects of poor health.  Equally importantly, health is a prerequisite to achievement.  In other words, poor health isolates individuals from benefits of society which are open to those whose health is uncompromised.  
	This opportunity-maintenance feature of health leads some to assign health care a special moral importance.  Many believe that health care should be taken out of the market place, and not bought and sold as a commodity.  Even free market advocates would agree that prudent people would take special care to assure their own access to health care.  Norman Daniels addresses the question of why needs created by the loss of species typical functioning ("disease" in Boorse's sense) are morally special.  His answer is not that impaired health automatically takes away access to valued goals, since we can often adjust our goals to fit our limitations.  Rather, functional impairment can "reduce the range of opportunity we have within which to construct `plans of life' or `conceptions of the good'. . . . as when, say, a ballerina is paralyzed or a mechanic loses a hand. . . . So the kinds of needs picked out by reference to normal species functioning are objectively important because they meet this high-order interest persons have in maintaining a normal range of opportunities.".	Norman Daniels "Justice and health care," in VanDeVeer and Regan, Health Care Ethics, p. 301.  The loss of normal species functioning is not here presented as morally important (merely) because of the pain or death which may ensue.  Rather, functional loss is seen to entail opportunity loss.  This kind of explanation of the moral importance of health care is widely accepted..	Daniel Wikler summarizes ways in which other moral theorists have identified health care as morally special because health is a prerequisite to other goods in "Philosophical perspectives on access to health care: An introduction," in Appendix F (vol. 2) of Securing Access to Health Care, President's Commission for the Study of Ethical Problems in Medicine and Biomedical and Behavioral Research  (Washington, D.C, 1982), p. 128.
	Let us pursue this line of thought one step further.  Why are disease and poor health a threat to one's access to other goods?  The most direct answer is that disease and poor health can cause the loss of basic personal abilities.  In other words, diseases cause disabilities.  The loss of species typical abilities can be presumed to reduce an organism's access to the goods afforded by that organism's typical environment, whether a short term weakness caused by a temporary fever or a life long disability.  This is not to deny the independent importance of pain- and death-avoidance.  Disease or poor health are morally special because 1) they threaten life, 2) they threaten comfort, and 3) they threaten a person's opportunity to pursue other pleasures and achievements.  This last threat is the threat of disability.  To the extent that the third threat makes health care morally important, the avoidance of disability per se is at the moral core of health care.  This is implicitly acknowledged in current discussions of health care ethics.
	It was urged above that disabilities are not in themselves detriments to health.  A disabled person may be in perfect health; he or she is not condemned to merely "otherwise-perfect" health.  Does that assertion conflict with the claim that the avoidance of disability is one of the grounds for the special moral nature of health care?  No.  Unhealthy conditions (e.g. diseases and injuries) threaten to create disabilities.  It does not follow that disabilities are themselves unhealthy conditions..	Admittedly these observations are based on common-sense intuition of our ordinary conceptual scheme.  They would be well supported by an articulated definition of "unhealthy condition" alternative to Boorse's analysis of disease.  Roughly, the account would be this:  A biological condition is unhealthy when its untreated continuation would be expected to cause (further) reduction in species typical functioning.  Since disabilities do not in themselves cause further decrease in function, they are not in themselves unhealthy. 

The Environmental Concept of Handicap
	To review our points so far, we have distinguished disability from disease (commonly so-called) as one distinguishes an effect from one of its causes.  We accepted Boorse's naturalistic account of species typical functioning as a basic biomedical category, though we refer to the lack of such functioning as a pathological rather than a diseased condition.  We also rejected the identification of pathological with unhealthy conditions.  It was noted that health care has moral importance in large part because health is a prerequisite to the opportunity to pursue other goods.  Disability was defined in a Boorsian spirit as a lack of species typical functioning at the basic personal level.  This strongly suggests that disability is the typical proximate biomedical cause of the loss of opportunity, which, in turn, is at the core of health care ethics.
	Disability restricts opportunity.  How?  The restriction seems to follow simply from the fact that disabilities involve species-atypical function together with the fact that species-typical function is an especially efficient means of procuring the goods available in the environment in which an individual of a particular species finds itself.  This answer seems obvious enough in view of the biological (or evolutionary) principle that members of species fit well into their environments.  Functionally atypical species members simply won't fit as well as typical members into the species's typical environment.  But, as always in biology, things are not this simple.  Complications arise from the fact that the environment in which members of the human species pursue their goals is largely constructed by human beings themselves.  Nothing subtle or metaphysical is intended here.  The point is not that humans "construct conceptual worlds," but that humans construct buildings.  The opportunities which are lost to a disabled person are to be attributed not only to the species-atypicallity of the person's biology, but also to the architectural design of the buildings in which some of those opportunities reside.
	A distinction is needed here between the biomedical concept of disability and the loss of opportunity to which disability so frequently gives rise.  The necessary distinction has been labelled in various ways.  One convention distinguishes disabilities from handicaps.  Beatrice Wright expresses it this way:  "One concept refers to limitation of function that results directly from an impairment at the level of a specific organ or body system.  For this, we shall use the term disability.  A word is also needed for the actual obstacles the person encounters in the pursuit of goals in real life, no matter what their source.  For these we shall use the term handicap. . . . A fundamental point is that the source of obstacles and difficulties, that is, what actually handicaps a person, cannot be determined by describing the disability alone.".	Beatrice Wright, Physical Disability: A Psychosocial Approach, 2nd edition (New York, 1983), p. 11.  Wright is here following a terminological convention introduced by the World Health Organization in International Classification of Impairments, Disabilities, and Handicaps (Geneva, 1980).  Nothing hangs on the specific terminology here.  Authors differ in usage, but recognition of the distinction has become common.  The important point is that a disability such as paraplegia becomes a handicap only to the extent that the paraplegic person's environment isolates him from some need or goal.  A wheelchair user has virtually no mobility handicap in a building with accessible doorways, elevators, and work areas.  But he is greatly handicapped when his goals are located up or down a flight of stairs.  This is the environmental concept of handicap..	Clearly not all features of a disabled person's environment have been socially constructed.  Social decisions are involved in the design of stairways, but not in the force of gravity.  For present purposes our interests will lie in socially constructed features of the environment.  Implications of distinguishing these from "natural" environmental features will be discussed in the conclusion. 
	The choice of the term "handicap" for this environmental and relational concept is somewhat arbitrary, but it seems felicitous.  The term is used in many contexts which imply no biological subnormality.  "Handicaps" are imposed upon unusually excellent golfers or racehorses to bring their performances closer to the norm.  Species-typical height is an unimposed handicap for a professional basketball player, righthandedness for a baseball first baseman, and lefthandedness for a catcher.  These examples illustrate the contextuality of handicaps.  They also serve to draw attention to why it is actually handicap, rather than simple disability, which accounts for the special moral nature of health care.
	Lefthanded baseball catchers have only a small limitation in their range of opportunities.  If the handicap is insurmountable there are other baseball positions, other sports, and other ways of making a living.  It is unlikely that a skilled but lefthanded catcher would be relegated to the welfare roles as a result of his handicap.  People whose handicaps are traceable to physiological disabilities experience a broader restriction on their range of opportunities.  Is this simply because they are more biologically atypical than the baseball player?  Indirectly, yes.  Since they are more atypical, the environments which have been constructed by human societies tend to be less well adapted to their abilities.  In this way their access to the benefits of society is more restricted.  But it must be insisted that this is an indirect effect.  It is not the disability alone which creates the handicap.  A handicap results from the interaction between a disability and an environment; it does not flow naturally from the disability alone.  We humans frequently construct our environments in handicap-producing ways.  The reason is obvious.  We design and construct our environments with a certain range of biologically typical humans in mind.
	Henceforth let us focus attention on handicaps which result from disabilities, the kind which are important to health care.  The property of having a particular disability is an attribute of a particular person.  It amounts to having a species-subtypical function at the basic personal level.  The property of being handicapped, however, is relational.  A person with a disability is handicapped only with respect to a particular environment and a particular goal.  This is because the structure of the environment determines which goals are inaccessible to persons with particular disabilities.  Blind people are handicapped with respect to access to information because so much information in the present social environment is stored only in visually accessible forms.  Wheelchair users are handicapped with respect to travel because so little public transportation is accessible to wheelchairs..	Daniel Wikler makes a point similar to these in his very stimulating "Paternalism and the mildly retarded," Philosophy and Public Affairs, 8 (1979): 377-392.  Wikler treats degree of intelligence as being an objective trait of a person, but intellectual competence as deriving in part from social decisions concerning how intellectually demanding we should allow institutions (such as contract law) to be.  Thus it is, "in theory, within society's power to arrange itself so as to render the mildly retarded fully competent. . ."  (p. 387)
	The above points are fully consistent with mainstream biological concepts such as fitness.  It is a commonplace of evolutionary theory that no trait increases an organism's fitness simpliciter.  Fitness is, by definition, relative to an environment (and to many other things)..	Taken in its simplest possible sense, as fitness for the survival of its carrier, the fitness of a trait is relative to other traits of the same organism (which may or may not be shared with other organisms of the species), as well as to the organism's physical, biological, and possibly social environment.  Taken in the more evolutionarily relevant sense of inclusive reproductive fitness, the fitness of a trait must be relativized to a far more complex set of genetic and populational factors.  The relational/environmental concept of handicap is only the smallest step towards biological realism.   Since an organism (or trait) is fit only with respect to a particular environment, one might be poorly adapted to one environment but well adapted to the environment next door.  Further, it is no news at all that humans are exceptionally adept at modifying their own environments.  The evolutionary importance of the socially constructed environment for social animals has been well recognized ever since Darwin.  More recently it has even been argued that all organisms (not just social ones) live in environments which they themselves have created..	Richard C. Lewontin, "The organism as the subject and object of evolution," Scientia 118, (1983): 65-81.  For present purposes the point is obvious.  Humans did not evolve their species-typical ability to climb stairs in a stairway-ridden natural environment, or their ability visually to perceive the written word in an environment filled with written inscriptions.  Stairways and books are consciously designed human innovations.  They serve as a important means of access for some humans, and barriers for others.

Rehabilitation and the Locus of the  Handicap
	Daniels proposes that the moral importance of health care is explained by the interest persons have in maintaining a normal range of opportunities.  It was argued above that biomedical pathology (Boorsian "disease") fails to identify a proximate cause of the loss of opportunity.  Only a portion of pathological conditions give rise to opportunity loss.  That portion is comprised of disabilities -- the loss or lack of basic personal abilities.  It was further noted that disabilities give rise to loss of opportunity not directly, but via the interation between (biomedical) disabilities and the environment in which a disabled individual's opportunities are embedded.  A handicap, as environmentally conceived, is an opportunity loss sustained by an individual resulting from the interaction between that individual's (biomedical) disability and the specific environment in which the individual's opportunities exist.
	To the extent that health care can prevent or repair disabilities, the interest in opportunity preservation is served.  But no one seriously believes that all disabilities can be prevented or repaired by medical science.  When an irreparable disability occurs, the interest in maintaining a range of opportunities is served only by addressing the other components of handicap, the disabled person's environment and his or her interaction with it.
	Writers on health care ethics do not ignore irreparable disabilities.  It is recognized that rehabilitation can sometimes restore opportunity by helping disabled people replace lost abilities with new ones.  New skills can be developed which allow the disabled person to cope with the environment in a new way.
	The importance of rehabilitation must not be underestimated.  Nevertheless, the combination of medical treatment and rehabilitation still neglects the environmental component of handicapping.  Just as medical science focusses treatment on individual pathology (frequently a disease or an injury) rehabilitation focusses treatment on the individual disability as the locus of the handicap.  When medicine fails to restore fully normal personal abilities, rehabilitation attempts to substitute new abilities for the ones which were lost.  Rehabilitation is sometimes complete.  Just as it is possible for medicine to be fully successful in curing a disease, it is possible for rehabilitation to be fully successful in remedying a disability.  The rehabilitated person would then enjoy the same breadth of opportunity as a biomedically normal person.  In this unusual circumstance the person's disability would have led to no handicap whatever.  A far more common result is a reduction but not a removal of the disabled person's handicapped status.
	It is not surprising that serious disabilities are only imperfectly remedied by rehabilitation.  After all, we design our environments to suit a range of biomedically normal personal abilities.  Rehabilitation in itself does nothing to change these environments.  It only changes the skills of disabled people so as to increase their ability to function in the pre-existing environment.  Unfortunately, human biology is not malleable enough to allow different personal abilities fully to substitute for one another.  Arm muscles can never fill all of the normal functions of leg muscles; the sense of hearing can never fill all of the normal functions of the sense of vision.
	This shows why rehabilitation is necessarily limited in its ability to reduce handicapping.  In a fixed environment adapted to biomedical normalcy, the abnormal substitution of one personal ability for another can only be of limited success.  Notwithstanding its genuine benefits, rehabilitation still identifies the disabled individual as the locus of the handicap.  It reduces the handicap by improving the person.  Another orientation is possible, namely the recognition of the environment itself as a contributing cause of the handicap.  Wright illustrates the point by reference to a university support group for physically disabled people.  The group first considered the name "Committee for the Physically Handicapped," but chose instead "Committee for the Architecturally Handicapped."  The latter name "rightfully assigns the source of difficulty not to the person but to the environment.".	Wright, Physical Disability: A Psychosocial Approach, p. 40.
	One would think that an appreciation of the distinction between disability and handicap would be enough to broaden the perceived locus of handicap.  This is not true.  Rodney Coe clearly recognizes the medical nature of disability and the relational nature of handicap (though he uses slightly different terms).  But when considering the factors which transform a disability into a handicap he attends almost solely to characteristics of the person rather than the environment.  He describes a handicap as a "subjective" state, literally a matter of the individual's psychology.  "For example, the blind person has [a disability] in being unable to see, but the blindness is not [a handicap] to reading if the person has learned Braille.  Similarly, the loss of both legs becomes [a handicap in] walking only if the patient rejects prostheses, crutches, or other devices to assist in performing that function.".	Rodney Coe, Sociology of Medicine (New York, 1978), p. 77.  The suggestion that Braille eliminates the reading handicap is extraordinarily naive.  Far less than 1% of the total written material in this country is available in Braille.  Even this ignores the innumerable instances of un-Brailleable writing in modern culture, such as street signs, signs on restaurants, subtitles on television broadcasts, and "fasten seat belt" signs on airplanes.  A similar point applies to Coe's discussion of the amputee.  The idea that "accepting prostheses or crutches" would give a double amputee the environmental mobility of a person with full use of her legs is, to say the least, unrealistic.  This is especially so in an environment filled with architectural obstacles to people with reduced mobility.  Coe focusses attention not on the environmental barriers which contribute to the handicapping of a disabled person, but to the disabled person's own psychological makeup.  "The therapeutic task is to overcome the [handicapping] effects of [a disability], and this must take into consideration not only techniques of physical medicine, but motivation, self-concept, cultural factors in response to illness, and a host of other sociological and psychological variables... [of which] two seem to be most important: (1) social devaluation of the [handicapped] and (2) psychological insecurity.".	Ibid., pp. 77-78.  Rehabilitation is presumed to be perfectly efficient.  Except for "social devaluation," failures of rehabilitation are attributed only to the negative attitudes of the disabled individual.  The "therapeutic task" involves adjustments to the disabled person - if not to his pathologies, then to his psychological attitudes.  The physical environment is accepted as a given. 
	Like Coe and others, Daniels recognizes rehabilitation as an important amelioration of the harms caused by pathology.  He goes beyond Coe in recognizing that some disabilities cannot be completely neutralized by rehabilitation.  (Nor does he blame the failure of rehabilitation on the disabled individual.)  Daniels suggests, for these cases, a "third layer" of institutions after the first two layers of medical care and rehabilitation.  "[N]ot all treatments are cures, and some institutions and services are needed to maintain persons in a way that is as close as possible to the idealization.  This third layer of institutions is involved with more extended medical and social support services for the (moderately) chronically ill and disabled and the frail elderly.".	Daniels, Just Health Care, p. 48.  Daniels's recognition of rehabilitation-resistant disability is laudable.  But his description of the "third layer," categorizing disabled with chronically ill and frail elderly people, leaves much to be desired.
	Recall that the only handicap-producing influence recognized by Coe which was not a trait of the disabled individual was "social devaluation" of disabled people.  How is this devaluation maintained in a society?  A broad-brush answer is that the disadvantaged status of handicapped people is seen by society as flowing naturally from the biomedical fact of disability.  If handicaps are natural consequences (rather than social consequences) of disabilities, the victims' loss of opportunity can be thought of as beyond the resources, or at least beyond the responsibility of society to remedy.  Someone whose disadvantage comes from a natural disaster may be an object of pity, and perhaps of charity.  Pity itself is a "devaluing" attitude.  Someone whose disadvantage occurs as a result of a social decision has a more obvious claim for social remediation.  This is why the environmental concept of handicap is crucial to the social claims being made by disability activists.
	Classifying disability with chronic illness and with the frailty of age was not Daniels's innovation.  These are common and important images of disability.  Nevertheless, they are inconsistent with the environmental concept of handicap.  They falsely present handicap as a natural consequence of disability, and thus distort the moral significance of disability.  The similarities of disability to chronic illness and to age-frailty will be discussed separately.

Disability as Chronic Illness
	Moderately disabled people, like the frail elderly and (moderately) chronically ill, are said by Daniels to require "extended medical and social support services."  The first point to notice is that disabilities per se do not require medical treatment.  Surgery may help to repair a disability, but such surgery is an episodic rather than a chronic condition.  And, while many chronically ill people experience disability, it is the illness and not the disability which requires medical attention.  (Muscular paralysis of the respiratory system surely will require the medical provision of a ventilator, but this is presumably not a "moderate" example.)  In paradigm cases of disability, a blind man or a paraplegic woman require nothing special in the way of medical care.
	The intention of this query is not to quibble over slight disanalogies.  Apart from the mistaken intimation that disabled people require particular medical attention, what harm is done by classifying the disabled with the chronically ill?  To address this question we must consider the implications of classifying a person as "ill."  Boorse's account of illness is especially useful here..	As a naturalist, Boorse is unlikely to build normative social prejudices into a definition of illness.   His 1987 definition (the fully naturalistic version) defines an illness as involving the "global incapacitation of the whole organism.".	Boorse, "Concepts of disease," p. 365.  The 1975 version and other normative accounts also include references to traits like global incapacitation.  How do we interpret the term "incapacity"?  A "capacity" may be taken as either 1) a biomedically normal functional state, or 2) an ability to achieve environmental goals.  If the first is the intended interpretation, then a crude mistake has been made.  Blindness itself is not globally incapacitating.  Nor is paraplegia.  Most blind people can walk, and most paraplegics can see.  Both blind and paraplegic people have dozens of other capacities in common with able bodied people.  Admittedly, some (non-diseased) people have so many disabilities that their incapacitation might be called global, but they are the exception rather than the norm.  What is "global" about such a specific disability as blindness?
	Suppose, on the other hand, we read "capacity" as a relational concept, an ability to achieve goals.  Now a disabled person's loss may indeed be global.  It is easy to imagine environments which are so very poorly suited to a paraplegic or blind person's abilities that a "global" proportion of his or her goals were unreachable.  There is now a global incapacity, it is not a simple trait of the person.  As the environmental concept of handicap shows, this incapacity is a relation between the person and environment.  Only relative to a given environment can such a person be described as globally incapacitated.  	So on a biomedical (disability-like) interpretation of capacity, disabled people are not globally incapacitated at all.  On a goal-reaching (handicap-like) interpretation of capacity there may indeed be a global incapacitation, but that incapacitation is not a trait of the disabled individual, but rather of a relation between the individual and his or her environment.  Unlike ill people, disabled people are not (typically) globally incapacitated except insofar as an environment helps to make them so..	Since standard discussions of health care ethics fail to discriminate between individual/biomedical and relational/environmental concepts such as those designated by "disability" and "handicap" above, it is no surprise that the same ambiguity goes unnoticed with regard to "incapacity."
	The social devaluation of disabled people derives in large part from the image of the globally incapacitated disabled person.  Rehabilitation literature is full of examples of how able bodied people think of disabled people not as having specific disabilities, but as being generally incompetent.  This social image reinforces the illusion that global disadvantages and handicaps flow from nature itself.  In turn, the prejudice of the blind person's global incapacitation provides an excuse to reject the demands of blind people for the kinds of environmental modifications which would increase their access to goals.  Like the myths which burden women and ethnic minorities, the myth of the globally incapacitated disabled person is self-supporting.
	As noted above, the philosophical literature contains little specific discussion of physical disability.  This makes it especially disappointing when one of the few philosophical comments on physical disability shows such extraordinary naivete as does Amartya Sen's.  Sen criticizes utilitarian moral theory on the grounds that it would distribute income unfairly, as for example in "a case where one person A derives exactly twice as much utility as person B from any given level of income, say, because B has some handicap, e.g., being a cripple.".	Amartya Kumar Sen, On Economic Inequality (Oxford, 1973), pp. 16-17.  See Richard B. Brandt, A Theory of the Good and the Right (Oxford, 1979), p. 316 ff., for a defense of utilitarianism and a somewhat more sophisticated understanding of disability.  The exchange does not, of course, demonstrate the superiority of utilitarianism over other moral approaches for dealing with the problems presently at hand.   Sen apparently sees the incapacitation of "cripples" to be so global as to affect even their capacity for enjoyment - or at least their capacity to experience increases in personal utility from increases in resources proportional to those experienced by able bodied people.  This is a profoundly mistaken and destructive stereotype.
	Some additional effects of treating disabilities as quasi-illnesses may be traceable to what sociologists (following Talcott Parsons) call the "sick role."  The sick role relieves a person of normal responsibilities, but carries other obligations with it.  The sick person is expected to participate willingly in a cure ("follow doctor's orders"), and to regard his or her condition as undesirable.  These requirements resonate with the attitudes of society towards disabled people..	One interesting correlation is that able bodied people are often offended by disabled people who appear satisfied or happy with their condition.  A mood of regret and sadness is socially expected.  See Wright, Chapter 5, on "the requirement of mourning."    But the similarities are not especially telling in the present context.  Elderly people too are often treated as "sick" in these ways, and anyone who accepts charity or welfare will meet similar social expectations, i.e. to follow orders and express regret for their situation.  The intended purpose of this and the following section is not to drive wedges between categories of disadvantaged people (the disabled, the ill, and the elderly), but to identify precisely wherein the various disadvantages lie.  The notion of the "sick role" does not do so.

Disability as Premature Age-Frailty
	The second companion group Daniels classifies with the disabled are the "frail elderly."  One might think that Daniels means the "disabled elderly" here, in which case the mention of age was irrelevant.  This is not his intention.  Daniels accepts Boorse's stipulation that "medical normality is relative to sex and age.".	Boorse, "Concepts of disease," p. 370, but cf. Culver and Gert, Philosophy in Medicine, p. 77.  Daniels speaks of the "importance of the age-relative opportunity range" and "the normal opportunity range for [the elderly] stage of life.".	Daniels, Just Health Care, pp. 105, 112.   Many of the elderly (the frail ones) require continued support to maintain a normal (for their age) but small range of opportunities.  The normalcy of the small range follows from the species-typical frailty of elderly humans.  The classification of the disabled with the naturally-frail elderly thus implies a serious misstatement of the moral status of disability.  Daniels has combined into one group disabled (non-elderly) people who have a normally wide range of opportunity (produced by the typically wide range of function in their age group) and a group whose normal range of opportunity is much narrower.  The needs and expectations of the disabled are quite different from the needs and expectations of these elderly, just as they are from the needs of the chronically ill.
	The conflation of age with disability is persistent in Daniels's book.  To some extent this is understandable.  Daniels, more than any other philosopher, addresses the ethical issues of health care for the elderly.  Many elderly people face the problems of disability.  It does not follow from this that disability can be seen as premature age frailty.  Indeed, the principles shared by Daniels and Boorse make this obvious.  Reduction in biomedical functioning is normal in elderly humans.  This implies that the elderly have a naturally reduced range of opportunity.  Disabilities are, as instances of pathology, defined as abnormal reductions in function.  So disabilities, by definition, reduce the disabled person's range of opportunity from what would otherwise be normal.  If, as Daniels says, the maintenance of a normal range of opportunity is at the core of health care ethics, the conflation of disability with age frailty conceals a crucial fact.  Disabled (non-elderly) people have lost something which elderly people have not -- the wide opportunity range of the non-elderly human..	Given the biomedical notion of pathology (Boorsian "disease"), there is a paradoxical flavor to the concept of the age-relativity of biomedical normalcy.  It implies that functionally identical persons of different ages can differ in whether their conditions are pathological ("diseased").  The paradox will not be resolved here.
	Daniels's views on aging are also related to the notion of life phases.  "[I]t is easy to see that lives have phases in which different general tasks are central: nurturing and training in childhood and youth, pursuit of career and family in adult years, and the completion of life projects in later years"..	Daniels, Just Health Care, p. 104.  Thus it seems that the tasks central to the elderly life stage differ from those in the middle years not only because of reduced biomedical function, but also because of the relative nearness of death.  Here again differences are obvious between the predicament of the elderly and that of the disabled.  Daniels offers no argument that a young disabled person should or must relinquish the pursuit of career and family..	Daniels does use expressions open to this interpretation, but probably unintentionally.  In a discussion of health care for the "elderly and disabled," he observes "[T]he opportunity range for many disabled persons might well be enhanced if they are helped to function normally outside institutions.  They would have more opportunity to complete projects and pursue relationships of great importance to them, or even to modify the remaining stage of their life plans within a greater range of options."  (Just Health Care, p. 106, emphasis added)  The reference to "the remaining stage" does not discourage the view that the productive years of a disabled person are limited in a way similar to those of an elderly person.
	The age-frailty conception of disability is reflected in public policy.  Berkowitz, in his study of the history of national policy towards the disabled, comments on these matters.  In the 1930s "The old age insurance program established a means by which people could set aside money during their working lifetimes and retire on a modest pension at age sixty-five.  In 1956, disability was placed in the general framework established for the old age insurance program.".	Edward D. Berkowitz, Disabled Policy (Cambridge, 1987), p. 228.  This program, disability insurance, "treated disability as premature enfeeblement.".	Ibid., p. 194.  Berkowitz concludes "The nation concentrates too much of its money on granting tickets out of the labor force and gives too little attention to the demands of the handicapped for tickets into the labor force.".	Ibid., p. 230.
	To the extent that frailty and opportunity reduction is a natural consequence of aging, classifying disability with age-frailty again falsely depicts handicaps as a natural and expected part of human existence.

Ethical Consequences and Conclusions
	The purely ethical consequences of the above considerations are two.  First, to the extent that the loss of opportunity explains the moral and prudential importance of health care, ethicists ought to be interested in the elimination or reduction of handicaps at least as much as they are in the provision of medical care.  Second, the elimination or reduction of handicaps can never be achieved by medical and rehabilitative provisions alone.  The environmental concept of handicap demonstrates the poverty of an ethic which depicts loss of opportunity as following simply from the limits of medical and rehabilitative technology, or (even worse) from the disabled individual's lack of motivation.  Anyone with a moral interest in the maintenance of opportunity range should attend to environmental design as much as to medicine and rehabilitation.  Stairways and viruses have this in common: each is a frequent and biomedically-based obstacle to human opportunity.
	Many other issues remain to be resolved.  Well known problems of health care ethics have disability-related correlates.  One is the problem of the "social hijacking" of resources by extremely needy people.  Radical modifications in environmental design for extremely disabled people might be as expensive as radical medical procedures for gravely diseased people.  Those unfamiliar with disability issues tend to concentrate on these dramatic examples, as witness Daniels's paralyzed ballerina or a (hypothetical) blind person who wants to become an airline pilot.  What conceivable environmental modifications could support the "rights" of those people to their chosen professions?  But from a civil rights point of view, such fears are the equivalent of "would you want one to marry your sister?" in response to open housing laws, or "will we be forced to use coed restrooms?" in response to demands for women's rights.  The fact is that such demands are not being made.  Many recent successes of disability activists, such as curb ramps and tactile signage, are small one-time expenses which often benefit even non-disabled people.  Other modifications (e.g. wheelchair accessible public transportation, or employer-funded readers for blind employees) may end up being extremely expensive.  Sooner or later, economics will have an influence.
	The very status of disability as a civil rights issue must be examined more fully.  Advocates of the minority model approach disability legislation as a matter of civil rights rather than economics or distributive justice..	Ibid., p. 189.  Is this appropriate?  If so, why?  And how do the claims of disability activists relate to the principle of merit?  On the one hand, special workplace accommodations for disabilities seem to imply a reduced standard of performance.  On the other, segregated and sheltered workplaces (where low-functioning workers are subsidized at government expense) are emphatically not what the activists desire.  To the activists, environmental barriers are exclusionary, and must not be used to judge merit.  They keep disabled people from even participating in the merit system.  Claims to access can be seen as a sort of reparation demand.  Unlike the more common retrospective reparations, such as the repair of lost treaty rights for indigenous peoples, disability activists demand prospective reparation -- the repair of barrier-filled environments to allow future access.
	The wide range of kinds and degrees of disability makes the civil rights approach to access troubling.  Is there any principled way of guaranteeing access rights to disabled people (or to certain classes of them) without risking bankruptcy from social hijacking?  That is, does the environmental concept of handicap lead to the conclusion that civil rights require remediation of all consequences of disability?  A possible way of distinguishing access rights from other consequences of disability is suggested by the so-far-neglected fact (see n. 18 above) that some features of the human environment are not socially constructed.  It may be possible to tease apart those features of a handicapping environment which are socially constructed from those which are independent of human choice.  Humans constructed stairways, but they did not construct the law of gravity.  The discovery that certain handicapping features of the environment are fully and genuinely "natural" (i.e. not at all socially constructed) may or may not remove society's responsiblity to remedy their effects.  But it may imply that the moral grounds for such remediation are something other than the kind of civil rights claims being made by disability activists.  These non-civil-rights claims for remediation may fit well within the distributive justice format which Daniels and others have articulated for medical and rehabilitative care, as unsuited as that format is to handicaps created by socially constructed features of the environment.  
	These and other ethical issues related to physical disabilities are worthy of philosophical attention.  Before they receive that attention, a clearer understanding must be gained of the relations among biomedical disability, the environment, and the handicaps which are the proper focus of ethical concern.
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